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Pre-SaleStarted
3 ways to be on WL program:

1. Join our discord room: wecarekittynft-wl
2. Join our main telegram and have a chat 

with one of the admin for details
3. Send an email to; info@archieneko.com

requesting the qty of NFTs you need.

DO NOT SEND NO MONEY UNTIL YOU 
HEAR FROM US.
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Legal Disclaimer
Legal Disclaimer Nothing in this document is an offer to sell, or the 
solicitation of an offer to buy, any tokens. ArchieNeko is publishing this 
White Paper solely to receive feedback and comments from the 
public. If and when ArchieNeko offers for sale any tokens (or a Simple 
Agreement for Future Tokens), it will do so through definitive offering 
documents, including a disclosure document and risk factors. Those 
definitive documents also are expected to include an updated 
version of this White Paper, which may differ significantly from the 
current version. Nothing in this White Paper should be treated or read 
as a guarantee or promise of how ArchieNeko’s business or the tokens 
will develop or of the utility or value of the tokens. This White Paper 
outlines current plans, which could change at its discretion, and the 
success of which will depend on many factors outside ArchieNeko’s 
control, including market-based factors and factors within the data 
and cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any statements about 
future events are based solely on ArchieNeko’s analysis of the issues 
described in this White Paper. That analysis may prove to be incorrect.
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HISTORY

When we launched the original Archie Token on ERC20, our goal
was to look after our holders as best we could. But with the
volatility in the crypto market, we were unable to achieve this,
and our chart has suffered.

We decided as a community to follow our original road map and
launch our own layer 1 POS blockchain. This will not only mean we
will be independent, but it will also help in supporting our
upcoming metaverse (ArchieMeta).

Our aim is to step away from the current crypto ideology of
making profit from holders' investments and move towards a
revenue-based system. The way it stands at the moment holders
can be hurt financially by hype, pump and dumps or whales.

The demand for services provided in Archie Metaverse will drive
the value of Archie coin independent of the crypto market.

Naturally the question of what happens to the existing holders has
come up a few times.

Our new layer 1 blockchain will have near-zero fees, low
tokenomics and better use cases. Our current holders of Archie
token ERC20, will be the first to migrate over to the new token on
our very own blockchain. There will be absolutely no out of pocket
cost to any of our holders during this transition. We will take a
screenshot from etherscan on a set date and stop the trading of
that token. We will then air drop their new token into their wallet at
a dollar-for-dollar value, holders will not suffer financially during this
transition.
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Before We 
Talk About 

WeCareKitty
NFT,
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know about
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The story of Archie is true, the story of a cute, friendly, and fiercely loyal kitty. 
Founded in 2022, with a vision to generate wealth for a decentralized community in 
a safe and secure environment, leveraging Defi protocols and to impact the globe 
for good, thereby cherishing the memory of our beloved Archie.

The Archie Foundation reiterates our commitment to the welfare and upliftment of 
the weaker community to reflect our love and respect for each other.

The Vision
The vision of Archie Foundation was always to help the neediest . We have set
aside 5% of our original Erc-20 Archie token and since the project was not doing that 
great, we have decided to hold it off. That being said, when we migrate to our new 
ARC Chain Archie, we will be bringing that money value to the Archie Foundation 
wallet along with an extra 5% from the new ARCHIE token on ARC Chain will also be 
added. We are focusing more on the kitties with new token.

We will be sponsoring kitties who are affected by sickness (especially leukemia) and 
homeless ones to find a cozy home for them. We will reach out to several animal 
shelters and rescue teams and comb the operation. Then again, we will not sell our 
token to hurt our chart to do that. Instead, we will use 33% of the NFT (we care kitty
NFT) sales to do that.
Besides kitties, you will find detailed information about our foundations vision in 
the following pages.
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Setting an inspiring Role model
through our Impactful Framework
Following up on the vision and mission of Archie, the Foundation along
with a strong worldwide community will be the hands and feet to impact the
world for good through SMART goals that will be reviewed quarterly with
our investors. At Archie, we are driven by the potential of our business to
touch the lives and shape the future. To achieve this goal, we did set aside
5% of tokens (500,000,000,000,000,000,000) from the total supply into the
Foundation in our original Erc-20 Archie Token. We will migrate those token
value to our new ARC Chain ARCHIE Token and add another 5% of the new
ARCHIE Token to the wallet. We will not sell these tokens to hurt our chart
in stead will use the money from the We Care Kitty NFT project as stated
before.

Foundation and CSR Objectives
The Archie Foundation - our Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) arm - established with a purpose majorly to:

► We Care Kitty Project (Rescue and shelter)
► Help and uplift the uniquely abled children
► Educate Girls, Empower women
► Sponsor under-privileged villages
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Animal Rescue and Shelter
The Archie Foundation is named after our beloved cat Archie who left us untimely.
We believe, it is our responsibility to support kitty welfare in whatever possible
manner. We want to partner with NGOs and provide assistance to kitties in distress
and emergency funding for life- saving veterinary care of low-income families. Too
many families lose beloved pets and members of their families because of
unexpected medical emergencies. The Archie Foundation addresses this need by
providing emergency funding to low-income families. We would like to extend a
helping hand and support through Service Providers of cat treatments, cat rescue
and rehabilitation service.
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Educating Girls | Empowering Women
Archie Foundation will give special emphasis to girls and women whether it’s
helping educate to eradicate the stigma against girls, to educate girls,
empower them to stand up for themselves and their kin. We will help fund
women-owned businesses and help educate girls to provide equal
opportunity and level the playing field. Funds will also be used to assist NGOs
that are working against sex trafficking and violence against women.

Financial aid provided to disadvantaged children on a case-to-case basis is
complemented by a sustained effort to improve the infrastructure and learning
environment.

Stay with Children who are Uniquely Gifted
Our primary focus is to meet the needs of children with special needs in
third-world countries and the inner cities of western nations, including the
USA, where we hope to function as a non- governmental organization
(NGO) or partner with other NGOs. We want to invest in the lives of
children in impoverished regions to help with hunger, malnutrition,
access to drinking water, sanitation, education, and last but not least, to
stand in the gap to provide access to equipment for special needs.

We would also like to adopt deserving schools, as part of the mission to
improve the academic standards of the differently abled children. This
includes ensuring improvements in infrastructure, buying necessary
classroom furniture, blackboards, desks and benches, toys – and consistent
distribution of other school supplies.
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Looking forward:

forging a sustainable CSR model

The CSR initiatives of Archie Foundation are drawn up by the enhanced

CSR goals and include promotion of sustainable practices in schools.

The “AchieNeko” Scholarships will be awarded to include assistance to girl

children who show exceptional ability in maths and science subjects. This

pioneering CSR initiative comes in the light of recent UN reports that say

that women account for only 33% of world's researchers and are a minority

in digital information technology, computing, physics, mathematics and 

engineering. From the funding of initiatives aligned with Archie Foundation,

our objective has grown to embrace the larger goal of furthering the United

Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG) through our CSR

programmes.

Sponsoring Villages

Another area of focus for the Archie Foundation will be to sponsor and

uplift small villages in third-world countries. We will partner with NGOs

to educate villages, build up small-scale industries in these villages to

create jobs to help keep the population from migrating to the

congested bigger cities. The foundation will look into partnerships with

government and non- governmental agencies in order to meet the

energy and internet connectivity needs in these villages, which we

think will open up opportunities in a self-sustaining manner.
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WE CARE KITTY NFTs are being created mainly to
help the Archie Foundation’s We Care Kitty Project.
There will be a total of 10000 NFTs to be minted on
the first phase showcasing different characters of a
kitty. These NFTs will have extensive benefits such
as our ArchiemetaNFT (club membership and
rewards). More details, please refer to Club Details
on www.archiemetanft.com

How does this work and benefit our Archie
Foundation and Archie Token Holders:

1. 33% of all proceedings from these NFT sales will
be directly used for Archie Foundations need.

2. 10% of all proceedings from these NFT sales will
be used to buy ARCHIE Token and will be burnt
to lower the circulating supply.

3. Holders of these NFTs will have staking
options along with other benefits as 
mentioned in the ArchieMetaNFT.com
besides the rental income opportunity.

WE CARE KITTY NFTs will be offered prior to launch to those
who want to take advantage of a lower price and No Mint Fee.
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Information about
Mint & Pricing

WE CARE KITTY NFTs will be
offered prior to launch to those
who want to take advantage of
a lower price and No Mint Fee.

SEND YOUR REQUEST
QTY & WALLET ADDRESS

TO 
INFO@ARCHIENEKO.COM

YOU CAN PAY IN ETH OR USDC
wecarekittynft.com
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Added Benefits of owning 
We Care Kitty NFT
WeCareKitty NFTs are created to help the Archie Token ($ARCHIE) project in two 
ways:
1. For the foundation needs, we do not need sell our token to hurt our chart or 

investors.  W will use 33% of the proceeds from WeCareKItty NFT sale to do 
that.

2. 10% of the proceeds from WeCareKitty NFT will be used to buy $ARCHIE 
circulating supply and burn it.  This will help our price and chart tremendously.

In addition to all that, we are also extending our gratitude to you by adding more 
benefits as explained below:

1. Elite Club
2. Top Gun Club
3. Admirals Club
4. Club 777
5. High Rollers Club
6. Meta Master Club
7. Archie Executive

(Between 25 –49 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 50  - 74 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 85 – 100 Archiemeta NFTs) 
(Between 100 – 149 Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 150 – 199  Archiemeta NFTs)
(Between 200 – 499 Archiemeta NFTs) 
(Over 500Archiemeta NFTs)

You will be able to stake these NFTs once Archie Token ($ARCHIE)
launches on ArchieChain soon.

* Archie Token ($ARCHIE) will be deployed late February or Early March of 2023
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Elite Club Top Gun Club Admirals 
Club

777 Club High Rollers 
Club

Meta Master 
Club

Archie 
Executive Club

No of NFTs to be Held 25 - 49 50 - 74 75 - 99 100 - 149 150 - 199 200 - 499 500 + above

Benefits
Admittance to ArchieMeta 1-Year Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime

FREETokens ($ARWD) to play in
some of the games in
ArchieMeta

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Staking – Extra bonus APY Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Access to VIP area of Casinos &
Night Clubs once a month

Limited Limited Limited Limited Limited

Discount onall the projects fees
in the ArchieMeta

2.5% OFF 5% OFF 10% OFF 10% OFF

Discount on all Archieneko NFT
reserves

2.5% OFF 2.5% OFF 5% OFF 5% OFF

Discount on Archie Realty NFTs 5% OFF 10% OFF

Benefits of owning a 
WeCareKitty NFT
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Elite Club
Anyone who holds between 25 – 49 
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:

1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for one FULL
YEAR from launch

2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the
games in ArchieMeta

3. Staking – Extra bonus APY

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

Elite Club

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
11% 14%.        17%.         20%

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Club
members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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TOP GUN Club
Anyone who holds between 50 – 74
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:

1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for LIFETIME
2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the

games in ArchieMeta
3. Staking – Extra bonus APY

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

2
0

Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

Top Gun Club

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
14% 17%.        20%.        24%

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Club
members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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Admirals Club
Anyone who holds between 75 – 99
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:

1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for LIFETIME
2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the games in

ArchieMeta
3. Staking – Extra bonus APY
4. Limited Access to VIP area of Casinos & Night Clubs

once a month

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

2
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Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

AdmiralsClub

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
16% 20%.       24%.        28%

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Club
members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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777 Club
Anyone who holds between 100 – 149
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:
1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for LIFETIME
2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the games in

ArchieMeta
3. Staking – Extra bonus APY
4. Limited Access to VIP area of Casinos & Night Clubs once 

a month
5. 2.5% OFF from all the projects fees in the ArchieMeta
6. 2% OFF all Archieneko NFT reserves

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

2
2

Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

777 Club

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
18% 23%.       27%.        32%

ArchieNeko NFT are the NFTs created in he image of 
our beloved ARCHIE.  These NFTs are the characters 
that run ArchieMeta altogether from Mayor to Casino 
Dealers.  They are connected with part of the revenue 
created by each project and paid accordingly as a 
passive income.  Please check archienekonft.io for 
more details.

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Elite
Club members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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High Rollers Club
Anyone who holds between 150 – 199
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:
1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for LIFETIME
2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the games in

ArchieMeta
3. Staking – Extra bonus APY
4. Limited Access to VIP area of Casinos & Night Clubs once 

a month
5. 5% OFF from all the projects fees in the ArchieMeta
6. 2.5% OFF all Archieneko NFT reserves

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

2
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Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

High Rollers Club

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
23% 28%.       34%.        39%

ArchieNeko NFT are the NFTs created in he image of 
our beloved ARCHIE.  These NFTs are the characters 
that run ArchieMeta altogether from Mayor to Casino 
Dealers.  They are connected with part of the revenue 
created by each project and paid accordingly as a 
passive income.  Please check archienekonft.io for 
more details.

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Club
members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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Meta Master Club
Anyone who holds between 200 – 499
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:
1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for LIFETIME
2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the games in

ArchieMeta
3. Staking – Extra bonus APY
4. Limited Access to VIP area of Casinos & Night Clubs once 

a month
5. 10% OFF from all the projects fees in the ArchieMeta
6. 5% OFF all Archieneko NFT reserves
7. 5% off from Archie Realty NFTs

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

2
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Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

Meta Master Club

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
27% 34%.       41%.        47%

ArchieNeko NFT are the NFTs created in he image of 
our beloved ARCHIE.  These NFTs are the characters 
that run ArchieMeta altogether from Mayor to Casino 
Dealers.  They are connected with part of the revenue 
created by each project and paid accordingly as a 
passive income.  Please check archienekonft.io for 
more details.

Archie Realty is the dream come true of our project I nt
he future.  Imagine owning an NFT blueprint of a home 
and that is being built in real world and you get a 
chance to won with DeFI.

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Club
members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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Archie Executive Club
Anyone who holds 500 or more
ArchieMeta NFTs in their wallet

Benefits:
1. FREE Admittance to ArchieMeta for LIFETIME
2. FREE Tokens ($ARWD) to play in some of the games in

ArchieMeta
3. Staking – Extra bonus APY
4. Limited Access to VIP area of Casinos & Night Clubs once 

a month
5. 10% OFF from all the projects fees in the ArchieMeta
6. 5% OFF all Archieneko NFT reserves
7. 10% off from Archie Realty NFTs

Archie Executive Club

Staking Rewards
30 Days | 90 Days | 180 Days | 360 Days
32% 39%.       47%.        55%

Island of Archie is a 13000 acres (20 Sq Miles) island
system to represent our ArchieMeta.
From the tranquil river estuary, breath-taking
mountains and sun-drenched beaches, to the modern and
futuristic architecture of its city structures.

2
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Archie Metaverse (Island of Archie ), a photorealistic
metaverse island built on its own unique Archie
blockchain, a living experience that is designed to exist 
continuously and in real time, just as it does in the physical
world.

ArchieNeko NFT are the NFTs created in he image of 
our beloved ARCHIE.  These NFTs are the characters 
that run ArchieMeta altogether from Mayor to Casino 
Dealers.  They are connected with part of the revenue 
created by each project and paid accordingly as a 
passive income.  Please check archienekonft.io for 
more details.

Archie Realty is the dream come true of our project I nt
he future.  Imagine owning an NFT blueprint of a home 
and that is being built in real world and you get a 
chance to won with DeFI.

There are two parts to the Archie Play 2 Earn and Club
members will receive FREE tokens to play in the
Extended Game Section (Amount of token TBD)
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How to mint

WeCareKitty NFT
wecarekittynft.com

WL Priced at: .049 eth
Mint Priced at: .79 eth

To be in WL:
Email your wallet with eth and qty to 
info@archieneko.com

You will get a reply with confirmation 
then you can  send the money to wallet 
provided.
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Summary

We care kitty NFT is :created for two purposes. One, 33% of th total sale will be used for Archie 
Foundation.  So that, we will not have to sell our tokens to help the good causes that set for 
archie foundation to do. Second, we will take 10% of he total sale and buy back the circulating 
supply and burn it.  This will help our chart and your investment with Archie Token.

When you buy a WeCareKitty NFT, not only you are getting lots of benefits but, it helping the 
needy cats as well as other investors.  It’s is win-win for everyone.

Thank you so much for your kind support and hoping you all will take part of this great program.
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THANK YOU
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